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DIRECTOR, FBI (105-106995)

SAC, SAN JUAN (105-6046) (C)

SUBJECT:

AGRPACIUN MONTECRISTI, aka,
IS - CUBA;
RA - CUBA;
NETRALITY MATTERS
(00: SJ)

Re Miami letter to Bureau 7/27/64.

Enclosed for the Bureau and Miami Division
are nine copies and one copy of a letterhead memorandum
dated and captioned as above and suitable for dissemination.

SJ T-1 is SJ 492-S located in SJ 135-C-67.

Those who have been dealing with the leader of captioned group have stated that the organization is under control. It is recommended that no further action be taken in this respect and it is being placed in a closed

Continuous contact will be maintained with Cuban
sources in the FBI and any future activity of captioned
organization will be reported as it occurs.
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TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (105-106994)
FROM: SAC, MIAMI (105-4719)(RUC)

DATE: 7/27/64

SUBJECT: AGRUPACION MONTECRISTI, Aka, Montecristi Group, Montecristi Movement IS - CUBA; RA - CUBA

OO: San Juan

Re Miami letter and letterhead memorandum dated 7/24/64.

Referenced communication points out that the Agrupacion Montecristi (AM) has moved its headquarters to San Juan, Puerto Rico, therefore, the San Juan Office is being designated the Office of Origin in this matter.

[MM 873-S] has pointed out he anticipates little or no activity on the part of the AM in Miami, Florida, in the near future. Miami is therefore, closing its file concerning captained organization. Miami will maintain contact with MM 873-S who is in a position to furnish pertinent activities concerning the AM and will advise the Bureau and the San Juan Office of any pertinent information developed.

For background and information purposes, the following serials are being enclosed for the San Juan Office:


ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HERIN IS CLASSIFIED.

DECLASSIFIED BY SBR MACMANUS ON 9-30-99

Confidential

AUG 5 1964
Memorandum

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (105-106995)

FROM: SAC, MIAMI (105-4719)

SUBJECT: AGRUPACION MONTECRISTI, aka, Montecristi Group, Montecristi Movement IS - CUBA; RA - CUBA

MO: Miami

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are 12 copies of a letterhead memorandum, dated and captioned as above. Two copies of letterhead memorandum are also furnished San Juan.

MM T-1 is [MM 873-S, contacted by SA LEMAN L. STAFFORD, JR].

Copies of the memorandum are being disseminated locally to the Office of the Coordinator of Cuban Affairs of the U. S. State Department, ONI, U. S. Border Patrol, U. S. Customs, U. S. Coast Guard, CIA, OSI, G-2, INS and U. S. Customs, Region 2.

Inasmuch as [MM 873-S] has now furnished an address in San Juan, Puerto Rico, for FRANCISCO CARRILLO, head of the anti-Castro organization AGRUPACION MONTECRISTI, and has also advised that its headquarters are now located in San Juan, a letter changing the Office of Origin from Miami to San Juan is being prepared.

Copy to: CIA/State/RAO - 13-DIV/CRIM/MIPS/CONT. FOB CUBAN AFFAIRS.

Copy made by routing slip for info.

Date: 6 AUG 1964 by ZIN
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